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Digest of
A Performance Audit of
Utah’s Homeless Services
For many years Utah has worked towards a more data-driven, results-oriented approach
to providing homeless services. For example, in 2004 the State Homeless Coordinating
Committee (SHCC) prepared a ten-year plan to eliminate chronic homelessness. The plan
states: “Evaluation will be an important part of the plan implementation. Each action will
delineate specific benchmarks and outcome measures as a framework to gauge progress and
report to policymakers and funders.” Since that time, other groups have made similar
commitments to monitor the effectiveness of services provided to the homeless. Even so, we
found that Utah’s homeless services system still lacks clear goals and objectives and
continues to have difficultly measuring the results of the services it provides. This report
offers several recommendations aimed at strengthening the oversight, planning, and
accountability of Utah’s homeless services system. If implemented, these recommendations
should help public officials, service providers and funders prepare a clear strategy for
addressing the problems associated with homelessness in Utah and measure their progress
towards achieving their goals.
To ensure that our homeless service sytem is as efficient and effective as possible, the
Legislature has asked the Auditor General to conduct three separate audits, each
addressesing a different set of issues. This report answers concerns about the overall
efficiency and effectiveness of Utah’s homeless services system. The two previous audits
were:
A Limited Review of Sources of Funding and Expenditures for Homeless Initiative: This
report was released in October 2017. The objective of this audit was to provide the
Legislature with an understanding of the different sources and uses of funds that intended
to provide services to the homeless.
A Limited Review of Three Facilities Operated by The Road Home: Released in May
2018, this audit reviewed concerns regarding health and safety at facilities operated by The
Road Home.
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Chapter II
Utah Lacks Oversight and Performance
Measures of its Homeless System
The information presented in this chapter responds to the Legislature’s request to
identify which programs serving the homeless are effective at achieving their goals, or
placing homeless individuals in housing. Due to problems with the data and weak
management information systems, we were unable to answer either question. Although we
found no shortage of information about client activities and the services provided to them,
we did not find the data to be of much use in terms of monitoring program outcomes.
Additionally, Utah does not utilize the data for evaluation, which allows data errors to
continue without correction. Moreover, we found that the data gathered from providers by
the Continuum of Care Regions (CoCs) 1 and the Utah Division of Housing and
Community Development are not being used effectively to monitor performance. This
chapter recommends strenghthening the Homeless Management Information System
(HMIS) so it can be used as an effective tool for creating a more results-driven system for
serving the homeless.
Poor HMIS Data Does Not Allow for Program Performance Evalutaion. Some
key performance indicators drawn from the HMIS either have errors or are incomplete. In
addition, there have been several changes made to the methods used to count chronic
homelessness. As a result, we found it impossible to evaluate the state’s success over time in
serving that critical population.
Utah Does Not Consistently Utilize Performance Measures to Evaluate Contract
Outcomes. The Division of Housing and Community Development (HCD or division)
does not sufficiently utilize contract performance data. The performance measures that the
division does collect are not consistent. However, there are a few private providers and
Operation Rio Grande who have demonstrated that it is possible to evaluate outcomes.
Poor Data Resulted in Utah Erroneously Reporting A Large Decrease in Chronic
Homelessness. We also found that we could not rely on past reports of the performance of
Utah’s homeless services system. For example, we found significant errors in reports
describing the success of Utah’s decade long effort to end chronic homelessness. These
reports illustrate the need to develop more accurate measures of the service system’s
progress towards accomplishing its goals.
For example, in 2005, the SHCC announced plans to eliminate chronic homelessness by
2014 and made a commitment to measure the state’s success in achieving that goal. Then,
in 2015, the state reported it had largely achieved its goal and that the number of
Utah has three CoC’s: Salt Lake County CoC (Salt Lake County), Mountainland CoC (Utah, Wasatch
and Summit Counties), and the Balance of the State CoC (represents the rest of the state).
1
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chronically homeless individuals had declined 91 percent since 2005. However, due to
problems with the data, we determined that those figures were inaccurate. It should be
noted, that the Department of Workforce Services also recognizes the problems with the
past chronic homelessness data and has discontinued using them. Although the state has
greatly expanded the housing available for the chronically homeless, Utah needs to utilize
consistent and reliable data to be able to continually evaluate the performance of individual
programs and the entire homeless services system.
Utah Needs A Data Driven System. This report recommends that the SHCC take
steps to create a more results-oriented system for serving the homeless. Specifically, they
need to strengthening the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) so it can be
used as an effective tool for monitoring the performance of individual programs as well as
the homeless service system as a whole. However, to develop an effective performance
monitoring system will require the SHCC to prepare a new strategic plan that includes
clear, measurable goals and performance expectations first. That process is described in
Chapter III of this report.

Chapter III
Utah Needs a Coordinated
Response to Homelessness
Before Utah can evaluate the success of its homeless service system, it must first define
what success is. This chapter describes three steps that should be taken to unite Utah’s state
agencies, local governments, business community, and service providers behind a common
strategy and shared goals to reduce homelessness.
Better Oversight and Planning Are Needed to Improve Utah’s Response to
Homelessness. The first step in creating a coordinated response to homelessness is to create
an oversight body that is responsible for strategic planning, goal setting, and results
monitoring. Utah has its SHCC, but the committee does not have a current strategic plan
or a set of measurable goals. We recommend that the Legislature consider clarifying in
statute the SHCC’s specific responsibilities. Among other things, they should be given
responsibility for statewide oversight.
At the local level, we found a few communities which have taken initial steps to prepare
a strategic plan for homeless services. However, local level oversight is fragmented among
different boards and committees. For example, in Salt Lake County, oversight is provided
by three different boards and a coordinating committee. To strengthen local planning and
accountability, we recommend that the SHCC designate local oversight bodies for homeless
services in each region of the state.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Utah is fortunate to have many different groups working to reduce
homelessness. Funding for homeless services comes from numerous
federal, state, and local government programs. Many religious
organizations, private foundations, and businesses also provide
financial support. These funds are distributed to dozens of non-proft
organizations that offer a wide range of services, including temporary
shelter, housing, food, medical care, and counseling. However, due to
the fragemented nature of the service delivery system, questions have
been raised about whether the resources are being used efficiently and
whether the providers are accomplishing their goals to reduce
homelessness.
To ensure that our homeless service sytem is as efficient and
effective as possible, the Legislature has asked the Auditor General to
conduct three separate audits, each addressesing a different set of
issues. This report answers concerns about the overall efficiency and
effectiveness of Utah’s homeless services system. The two previous
audits were:

This report answers
concerns about the
overall efficiency and
effectiveness of Utah’s
homeless services
system.

A Limited Review of Sources of Funding and Expenditures for
Homeless Initiatives: This report was released in October 2017. The
objective of this audit was to provide the Legislature with an
understanding of the different sources and uses of funds that intended
to provide services to the homeless.
A Limited Review of Three Facilities Operated by The Road Home:
Released in May 2018, this audit reviewed concerns regarding health
and safety at facilities operated by The Road Home.

Funding For Homeless Programs Comes From
Many Sources and Serves Many Different Groups
Utah’s homeless services system is comprised of dozens of nonprofit organizations and government agencies that receive funding
from many different public and private sources. We estimate that Utah
spent over $100 million in 2017 on direct and indirect costs associated
with services for individuals experiencing homelessness. According to
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Utah’s Point-in-Time Counts, 61 percent of Utah’s homeless
population is single men, and contains many subpopulations,
including veterans, families, and unaccompanied youth. Also of
interest is the geographic distribution of Utah’s homeless population.
The majority of homeless people in Utah live in Salt Lake County.
One likely reason is that most of the emergency shelters and
supportive services are offered in Salt Lake County.
Utah Relies on a Fragmented Network
of Funding Sources to Pay for Homeless Services
There are numerous funding sources, pass through entities, and
service providers that all play a role in moving resources to where they
can be used to benefit the homeless. However, with so many groups
all trying to help the homeless, it has become challenging to
understand and monitor all the sources and uses of those funds. Figure
1.1 shows the flow of funds to just one non-profit service provider.
Figure 1.1 Flow of Funding for One Service Provider. The flow
of funds is a complex system flowing from multiple funders through
several pass-through entities.

Source: Auditor Generated
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The provider described in Figure 1.1 has six primary sources of
funding. Many of those funding sources are further divided into
programs that target specific populations and service needs. For
example, the funding that originates from the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development is allocated to 12 of the 13 passthrough entities before being put to its end use. Figure 1.1 also shows
that most federal and state funding does not go directly to the
provider but is passed through 13 entities that distribute the funds and
monitor their use.
Figure 1.1 shows how complicated and fragmented the flow of
funds can be for just one provider. Systemwide, this pattern is
repeated as funds move from donors and government agencies to
intermediary agencies and ultimately to dozens of different service
providers. Each funding stream comes with its own set of service
requirements, outcome measures, and evaluation systems. To create a
true “systems” approach to homeless services, an enormous amount of
leadership, cooperation, and coordination is required.
Utah Spends Over $100 Million in Indirect and Direct Services
for Individuals and Families Experiencing Homelessness
We estimate that Utah spends over $100 million in indirect and
direct services on individuals experiencing homelessness. While we did
not examine the appropriations for fiscal years 2017 or 2018, we
know that the Legislature increased appropriations to the State
Homeless Coordinating Committee (SHCC) during these years. In
2016, the SHCC provided oversight for a total of nearly $4.7 million.
The total amount allocated by the SHCC increased to nearly $17
million in fiscal year 2019. Figure 1.2 describes the total amount of
funds for homeless services from each major governmental source.

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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Figure 1.2 Recent Federal, State, and Local Funding of Utah
Homeless Services. Amounts are in millions of dollars. 2
Fiscal
Year*
2014
The federal
government is the
largest government
funder of homeless
services and programs
in Utah.

2015

2016

Cost
Category
Direct
Associated
Total
Direct
Associated
Total
Direct
Associated
Total

Federal**

State

$27.0
6.9
33.9
27.1
8.6
35.7
28.4
13.5
41.9

$5.9
4.1
10.0
9.0
4.9
13.9
7.6
7.2
14.8

Salt Lake
County
$2.7
10.0
12.7
2.9
9.8
12.7
3.3
8.9
12.2

Salt Lake
City
$0.4
6.7
7.1
0.5
8.7
9.2
1.1
11.2
12.3

Total
$36.0
27.6
63.6
39.5
31.9
71.5
40.4
40.8
81.2

Source: Individual federal program data, COBI 2017, Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County provided spending data;
totals may not equal the sum of relevant columns and rows due to rounding
*State, county, and city figures adhere to state fiscal year, July through June. Most federal dollars adhere to federal
fiscal year, October through September. Remainder of federal dollars adhere to state fiscal year.
**The US Department of Veterans Affairs provides many services for homeless veterans directly. The cost of these
services is not included in this report due to the difficulty in acquiring this information from federal agencies.

This information was presented in a prior audit report released in
October 2017. It shows that the total direct financial support for
services to the homeless equal $40 million in 2016, with another $40
million in indirect or associated costs. In addition to public spending
on homeless services, there are also considerable private donations.

We estimate private
donations total over
$18 million in 2017.

Private Donors also Offer Significant Financial Support. While
we were unable to quantify all sources of private donations, we could
identify private donations in the financial statements of 14 service
providers. Our conservative estimates show that during 2017, over
$18 million in private donations were given to non-profit
organizations that serve the homeless. In addition, DWS has stated
private donations can make up nearly 40 percent of a provider’s
budget. The estimated private donation amount, combined with the
$81 million shown in Figure 1.2 and the recent increases in
appropriations from the Utah Legislature, has led us to conclude that
the total funding for homeless services in Utah reached at least $100
million in 2017 alone.

Fiscal year 2016 is the most recent year for which we have complete data for all
levels of government.
2
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Utah’s Homeless Population
Includes Many Subgroups
Those benefiting from services are generally classified as belonging
to one of the five key homeless populations shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3 The 2018 Point-in-Time Count of Homeless
Individuals in Utah. The point-in-time count is the number of
homeless identified on a single day in January each year.
Homeless Subpopulations
1. Survivors of Domestic Violence
2. Chronically Homeless
3. Families
4. Veterans
5. Unaccompanied Youth
Other homeless not belonging to the above
Total Individuals Experiencing Homelessness
Other Characteristics of Homeless*
Chronically Homeless Veterans
Adults with Mental Illness
Adults with Substance Abuse Disorders
Adults with HIV/AIDS

Count
635
306
286
239
191
1,209
2,876
Count
<26
931
698
<25

We found that 51
percent of individuals
who stay in an
emergency shelter
never return.

Source: State of Utah Annual Report on Homelessness 2018.
*Clients may belong to more than one subpopulation.

The data in Figure 1.3 is from the Point-in-Time count of
homeless individuals taken on January 24, 2018. The Point-in-Time
count is a count of homeless individuals in Utah on a single day. It
includes both individuals who are living in emergency shelters and on
the street. Over the course of one year, the actual number experiencing
homelessness will be several times the number identified during the
Point-in-Time count. The reason is that for most who suffer
homelessness, it is a brief, transitional experience. In fact, we found
that 51 percent of those who stay at an emergency shelter never
return. On average, their one and only visit lasts 25 days. About two
out of three people remain no longer than six months after their initial
stay in a homeless shelter. This suggests that the current service system
is effective for most people experiencing homelessness. Either through
their own resources, or through the efforts of local services providers,
most individuals are successful in finding housing within a few months
of becoming homeless or at least did not request additional services.
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A report drafted in
2004 by the SHCC
indicated that
chronically homeless
people consume about
50 percent of the
resources.

The most difficult population to serve, and the costliest, are the
chronically homeless. These are individuals who have been homeless
for at least one year and who suffer from a disability. As shown in
Figure 1.3, the Point-in-Time count identified 306 chronically
homeless individuals. While few in number, the chronically homeless
consume a disproportionate share of public services. A report drafted
in 2004 by the SHCC indicated that the chronically homeless people
represent about 10 percent of all homeless individuals, and “consume
about 50 percent of the resources dedicated for supporting the
homeless.” Furthermore, the United States Interagency Council on
Homelessness notes, “People experiencing chronic homelessness cost
the public between $30,000 and $50,000 per person per year through
their repeated use of emergency rooms, hospitals, jails, psychiatric
centers, detox, and other crisis services”
Most of Utah’s Homeless
Reside in Salt Lake County
Outside of Salt Lake County, only Cedar City, Ogden and St.
George offer emergency shelter to the general homeless population.
Other communities also have emergency shelters, but their service is
limited to victims of domestic violence. Because only a few
communities in Utah have emergency shelters that serve the general
homeless population, and because a broad range of service options are
available in Salt Lake County, many homeless individuals from other
communities end up in Utah’s capital city. Figure 1.4 shows the
number of homeless individuals recorded during the 2018 Point-inTime Count for each of Utah’s three Continua of Care (CoC).
Figure 1.4 Number of Homeless Individuals During 2018. 63
percent of homeless individuals in Utah reside in Salt Lake County.
CoC Organization
Salt Lake County
Mountainland
Balance of State
Total

Sheltered
1,668
128
660
2,456

Unsheltered
136
45
239
420

Total
1,804
173
899
2,876

Percent
63%
6%
31%
100%

Source: State of Utah Annual Report on Homelessness 2018, Division of Housing and Community
Development.

63 percent of all
homeless individual
identified in the Pointin-Time count reside in
Salt Lake County.
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Figure 1.4 shows that the majority of Utah’s homeless live in Salt Lake
County, with 63 percent of all homeless individuals identified in the
Point-in-Time count. With only 37 percent of the state’s total
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population, this means Salt Lake County has a disproportionate share
of the state’s homeless population.
While most of Utah’s homeless population lives in Salt Lake
County, not all originate from Salt Lake County. During the past year,
caseworkers at The Road Home have been asking new clients to
identify the location where they resided for at least 90 days before they
were homeless. This information is recorded in the client’s enrollment
record. Using HMIS data provided to us by DWS, we found that 49
percent of those served at the downtown shelter last resided in Salt
Lake County. Another 39 percent came from other counties in Utah.
Only 12 percent came from outside the state.

Roughly half of those
residing at the
downtown shelter said
they previously lived
some place other than
Salt Lake County.

Creating a True Homeless Services
System Has Required a Coordinated Effort
For many years, several boards, and committees have been
working to unify Utah’s homeless services system under a common
strategic plan with common goals, a shared intake process, and a
shared client information system. The entities working on homeless
service issues include:
State Homeless Coordinating Committee. Created in 1988, the
focal point for coordinating Utah’s homeless services system has been
the SHCC. The committee is comprised of 26 individuals who
represent state and local governments, private funders, service
providers, and others. In 2004, the SHCC drafted a strategic plan to
end chronic homelessness by the year 2014. The focus of that plan was
a strategy they called Housing First. That plan led to the creation of
hundreds of housing units for the chronically homeless.
The Collective Impact Steering Committee. Created by the Salt
Lake County Mayor’s office in 2015, the Collective Impact Steering
Committee is a local effort to unify all service providers, governments,
and funders in Salt Lake County behind a common set of goals and
objectives which they described as a set of “shared outcomes.” The
group is also working towards creating a joint “coordinated entry”
process for enrolling clients in the homeless services system.

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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Three separate boards
oversee different
segments of the
homeless services
system in Salt Lake
County.

The Three Continuums of Care. Sponsored by the United States
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Utah has
three CoC regions that represent local efforts to coordinate services.
They include the Salt Lake County CoC, the Mountainland CoC
(Utah, Wasatch, and Summit Counties), and the Balance of State CoC
(serves the remaining counties). These organizations are responsible
for distributing funds from various HUD programs. They also oversee
the Homeless Management Information System which most service
providers use to maintain a joint set of client records.
Shelter the Homeless Board. Historically, this organization has
been the owner of two shelters in Salt Lake County. One is the family
shelter in Midvale City. The other is the Downtown Shelter on Rio
Grande Street that it has recently agreed to sell to the State of Utah.
Shelter the Homeless is also building three new shelters and will
contract with outside providers to operate those facilities. In addition,
Shelter the Homeless is developing its own set of measures to evaluate
the efficiency and effectiveness of the homeless service system.

Audit Scope and Objectives
The objective of this audit is to provide the legislature with some
assurance that Utah’s homeless services system is using its resources
efficiently and that it is making meaningful progress towards achieving
its goals to reduce homelessness. Specifically, the Economic
Development and Workforce Services Interim Committee requested a:
…quantitative and qualitative analysis that identifies the
following information with regards to homeless service
providers that receive public funding:

-8-

•

A description of the levels and sources of
funding for each service provider in Salt Lake
County;

•

An analysis of the goals and objectives of each
service provider … and its success in achieving
those goals;

•

An analysis of the effectiveness of initiatives to
place homeless individuals in transitional or
permanent housing;
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•

An analysis of the role of the overlapping
jurisdictions involved in the administration;

•

An analysis of the impact such initiatives have
on other counties in the state.

Our limited response to items one and five is described within this
introductory chapter. Our response to items two and three is
addressed in Chapter II. Our analysis of the problems associated with
overlapping jurisdictions (item four) is described in Chapter III.
The findings described in this audit report relied heavily on
information we obtained from sources outside of Utah. We identified
best management practices used in other states and in Utah for
providing oversight, planning, and accountability in a homeless
services system. For example, we made personal visits to shelters and
other homeless service providers in California, Colorado, Nevada, and
Washington. We also interviewed consultants who are actively
involved in helping communities develop a coordinated response to
homelessness. While we did not review Operation Rio Grande, we
found it to be a good example that evaluation program can be done.

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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Chapter II
Utah Lacks Oversight and Performance
Measures of its Homeless System
The information presented in this chapter responds to the
Legislature’s request to identify which programs serving the homeless
are effective at achieving their goals, or placing homeless individuals in
housing. Due to problems with the data and weak management
information systems, we were unable to answer either question.
Although we found no shortage of information about client activities
and the services provided to them, we did not find the data to be of
much use in terms of monitoring program outcomes. Additionally,
Utah does not sufficiently utilize the data for evaluation, which allows
data errors to continue without correction. Moreover, we found that
the data gathered from providers by the Continuum of Care Regions
(CoCs) 3 and the Utah Division of Housing and Community
Development are not being used effectively to monitor performance.
This chapter recommends strenghthening the Homeless Management
Information System (HMIS) so it can be used as an effective tool for
creating a more results-driven system for serving the homeless.

Poor HMIS Data Does Not Allow for
Program Performance Evaluation
Some key performance indicators drawn from the HMIS either
have errors or are incomplete. In addition, there have been several
changes made to the methods used to count chronic homelessness. As
a result, we found it impossible to evaluate the state’s success over
time in serving that critical population.
There are Specific Concerns
With Data in HMIS
We found numerous problems with the client enrollment data in
HMIS that led us to conclude that the data is not sufficiently reliable
to accurately monitor program outcomes. For example, the list of
clients enrolled in rapid rehousing programs includes hundreds of

We found numerous
problems with client
enrollment data in
HMIS

3

Utah has three CoC’s: Salt Lake County CoC (Salt Lake County),
Mountainland CoC (Utah, Wasatch and Summit Counties), and the Balance of the
State CoC (represents the rest of the state).
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clients who never received subsidized housing through that program.
In addition, we found clients enrolled in permanent supportive
housing who appear to have left the program without the exit date
being recorded. Finally, we found that the information regarding a
client’s exit destination is not always accurate. Based on these and
other data flaws, we could not evaluate the effectiveness of programs
aimed at helping the homeless find permanent housing.
Key Information for Clients Enrolled in Rapid Rehousing was
Either Inaccurate or Misleading. Because of the way that some
enrollment data is entered, there have been significant errors in the
program performance reports. For example, the Salt Lake County
CoC evaluates each program in terms of the number of clients who
exit the program and return to homelessness within two years. We
found one performance report that shows a rapid rehousing program
that had 68 percent of its clients returning to homelessness. That is a
very poor result. However, after reviewing the source data, we found
the performance report was inaccurate, either because of errors or
misuse of the data.
We found that 74
percent of clients who
were classified as
“returning to
homelessness” never
received subsidized
housing.

In fact, our detailed review found that 74 percent of the clients
included in that program’s performance study never received
subsidized housing. These clients should not have even been included
in the test of program effectiveness. They were only included in the
study because they had been enrolled in a rapid rehousing program for
a very brief time, in some cases just for two days. Figure 2.1 describes
the enrollment history for one such client.
Figure 2.1. Example of One Client Who Was Briefly Enrolled in
Rapid Rehousing Program. Although the client never received a
subsidized apartment, and remained in emergency shelter, he was
still included in a performance study of a rapid rehousing program.

1
2

ENROLL
DATE
12/26/2015
12/29/2015

3

6/28/2016

4
5
6
7

8/5/2016
8/5/2016
1/26/2017
3/30/2017

No.

EXIT DATE

PROGRAM NAME

8/11/2016
12/29/2015

Emergency Shelter - Case Managed
Emergency Services

6/30/2016

Rapid Re-Housing Programs

7/11/2017
7/10/2017

Shelter Plus/VASH Reporting
Renewal Shelter plus Care
Emergency Shelter
Rapid Re-housing Program

Source – Utah HMIS
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The following summarizes this client’s enrollment history
described in Figure 2.1:
•

Line 1: The client was enrolled in the emergency shelter from
December 2015 to August 2016.

•

Line 2: The client briefly received emergency services shortly
after enrolling in the shelter.

•

Line 3: During a brief two-day period in June 2016 while the
client was living at the homeless shelter, the client was enrolled
concurrently in a rapid rehousing program. Apparently, the
service provider tried but failed to find this individual a
subsidized home or apartment and the client remained in the
shelter. However, based on the individual’s two-day enrollment
in rapid rehousing, the client was included in a study of that
program’s performance outcomes.

•

Line 6: The client eventually enrolled in an emergency shelter.
Because this was considered a homeless condition, the client
was classified as a rapid rehousing client who had “returned to
homelessness.”

Even though the client had never received subsidized housing
through the rapid rehousing program, the individual was considered
to be a client of the program who had later returned to homelessness.
Client data suggests there may be hundreds of cases in which the
enrollment dates do not represent actual occupancy in a housing
program. Between January 2010 and December 2017, we found just
over 8,600 rapid rehousing cases. Of these cases nearly 1,100 were
individuals in rapid rehousing for less than two days. The entry and
exit dates were the same for over 200 cases. There is no exit date for
43 cases (excluding anyone who entered after January 2017).

The HMIS data appears
to include hundreds of
cases in which the
enrollment dates do
not represent actual
occupancy in a
housing program.

Exit Dates are Also Being Used Incorrectly for Some
Permanent Housing Programs. Some programs are not recording
the date when a client physically exits their housing in HMIS. Unless
the client’s physical exit of a housing unit is recorded, they cannot be
included in a study of client outcomes.
For example, Line 5 in Figure 2.1 shows an enrollment date of
August 5, 2016 when the client began to participate in Renewal
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Shelter plus Care, which is a permanent supportive housing program.
However, there is no exit date shown. We know from other public
records that the client was evicted from the housing program in
January of 2017 and then relocated to the emergency shelter. As a
result, the client experienced a return to homelessness which is
considered a negative outcome for the program. However, the
housing program would not have been held accountable for this
negative result because the lack of an exit date meant the client was not
included among those who left the program.
According to one large housing authority, it is their practice to not
record an exit date if they are still trying to find new housing for the
client. However, without an exit date, the client would not be
identified as someone who left the program and had a negative
outcome. Their experience would not be reflected in a study of the
program’s performance outcomes.

The practice of not
entering an exit date
when a client no longer
occupies a permanent
housing facility is not
consistent with HMIS
data requirement.

We could not identify
which clients should
be included in our
study of the program
outcomes.

This practice of not entering an exit date when a client no longer
occupies a permanent housing facility is not consistent with the HMIS
data requirements. According to the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) 2014 Data Standards
Manual, the exit date should represent the date when a client no
longer occupies a housing unit. It defines the “exit date” as follows:
For residential projects this date would represent the last
day of continuous stay in the project before the client
transfers to another residential project or otherwise stops
residing in the project.
Because providers have not followed the above practice recommended
by HUD, we could not identify which clients had received housing
and when they physically exited that housing facility. As a result, we
could not identify which clients should be included in our study of the
program outcomes.
We conducted a study of clients residing in permanent supportive
housing during 2015. We found 317 clients with no exit date
recorded. Of those, we found 62 clients (or 20 percent) whose client
records suggest that they may have left the housing program even
though no exit date was recorded. These records indicating the clients
have left include:
•
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•

An exit destination reported from another service suggesting
they were no longer living in permanent supportive housing

•

An eviction from their housing program.

Client Exit Outcomes are Often Missing or Misreported. To
identify the outcome of a service, such as rapid rehousing or
permanent supportive housing, service providers are asked to record
the client’s exit destination. A successful outcome might be when a
client moves out of a subsidized housing program and rents their own
apartment. A negative outcome might be when the client returns to
homelessness, which would include living in an emergency shelter or
any place not meant for human habitation. The exit destination should
be recorded whenever a client leaves a program. It is one way that
HMIS administrators can monitor client outcomes.
We could not rely on the accuracy of the exit destinations being
recorded by case workers. We conducted a study of the 1,835 clients
who enrolled in permanent supportive housing during 2015. Our goal
was to identify the number of clients who returned to homelessness
during the following two years. However, we found that caseworkers
had not consistently recorded the exit destination for each client.

We could not rely on
the accuracy of the exit
destinations being
recorded by case
workers.

For example, there were 395 instances in which caseworkers
reported that a client had moved from permanent supportive housing
into a rental without other ongoing housing subsidies. If true, that
would be considered a successful outcome. However, in 63 of those
cases it appears the client had simply moved to another type of
permanent housing unit. Those would not be considered positive
outcomes; rather, it would be considered a neutral outcome. In
addition, three clients reportedly returned to the shelter which would
have been a negative outcome. As a result, 17 percent of clients who,
based on the exit destination data, might have been considered to have
positive outcomes but actually did not. We did not have time to test
the accuracy of all reported exit destinations, but we are concerned
that the errors we did uncover reflect a systematic problem with how
the data is being entered into HMIS.
HMIS Data Needs to Be
Evaluated to be Usable
As described in the previous section we have found numerous data
concerns with HMIS. In order for HMIS to be useful for program
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evaluation, the data needs to be reviewed. There are a number of
possible causes for the bad data. HMIS users have blamed poor
training for the inconsistent data entries. Due to these concerns we
concluded that the data was not sufficiently reliable to complete our
study of program outcomes.

There are over 600
active users of HMIS.

HMIS Users Blame Lack of Training for Inconsistent Data
Entries. When we showed the HMIS users the inconsistencies we
found in the data, they attributed the data errors to a lack of training
for the case workers who enter the data. One observed that there are
over 600 active users in the system. In addition, those who manage
the HMIS system have changed over in recent years. This presents a
challenge for the HMIS administrators who are assigned responsibility
for providing training to the users.
Other HMIS users told us they have not had time to review the
accuracy of the data used to create their performance reports. For this
reason, they were unaware of the problems we had found with the
data. One observed that:

A management
information system is
of little use if the users
do not have sufficient
training to enter data
correctly.

This level of review you have provided is certainly valuable
and a need within our system, which really just highlights
the amount of work that is necessary within our
community/CoC/State but unfortunately goes unfunded
for staffing. When the immediate HMIS needs of the
providers are so critical, micro-level analysis, unfortunately,
has to be pushed to the side in order to ensure that
programs can operate and people can continue to be
provided with services.
Clearly, a management information system is of little use if the
users do not have sufficient training to enter data correctly. Another
concern, raised by the above statement, is that HMIS administrators
have not monitored the accuracy of the data. The HMIS will be of
limited value if users of the system cannot count on the accuracy and
reliability of the data.
Due to Concerns for the Quality of the Data, We Did Not
Complete Our Study of Program Outcomes. One of our audit
objectives was to identify the performance outcomes of individual
programs that offer housing services to the homeless. With this
objective in mind, we spent a considerable amount of time trying to
evaluate the performance of each rapid rehousing and permanent
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supportive housing program. We even prepared initial drafts of
reports showing the number of clients with a positive, neutral, and
negative outcome after they exited each housing program. However,
after finding significant problems with the data, we lost confidence in
the accuracy of our results. Therefore, we could not complete the
Legislature’s request for program-level performance data. We
concluded that HMIS is not sufficiently reliable to identify the
performance of individual programs.

We concluded that
HMIS is not sufficiently
reliable to identify the
performance of
individual programs.

HMIS Data Needs to Be Used to Evaluate Program
Outcomes. We have been told that HMIS data has mainly been used
to monitor client activity, not program performance. This may be the
reason we had such difficulty using the data to identify program
outcomes. If, in the future, the data is used to evaluate program
performance, with accompanying consequences when programs do
not perform, we believe the accuracy of the data will improve.
For example, if the local oversight body had truly focused on
program outcomes, it would have been alarmed, as we were, by
reports showing 68 percent of one program’s clients returning to
homelessness. This poor result should have led to a review of the
causes for such a poor level of performance. The oversight body would
have found, as we did, that the poor result was mainly due to bad
data. The discovery of bad data should in turn, lead the oversight body
to demand more accurate data.

Utah Does Not Consistently Utilize Performance
Measures to Evaluate Contract Outcomes
The Division of Housing and Community Development (HCD or
division) does not sufficiently utilize contract performance data. The
performance measures that the division does collect are not consistent.
However, there are a few private providers and Operation Rio Grande
that have shown it is possible to evaluate outcomes.
Housing and Community Development Does
Not Utilize Performance Measures

HCD does not utilize
information collected
to measure and
evaluate contract
performance.

Each year, the State Homeless Coordinating Committee (SHCC)
authorizes millions of dollars in contracts with non-profit
organizations that offer services to individuals experiencing
homelessness. These contracts require providers to gather and submit
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performance data to the division each year. However, the division
does not use this information to measure and evaluate whether
contractors are meeting all expectations. In addition, we did not find
any evidence that there were consequence for not meeting the required
benchmarks.
We reviewed 21 contracts for 10 different providers and found that
data collected is not used sufficiently to evaluate performance. After
the data was collected, we found no evidence that the division used the
data from any of the providers to evaluate programs and contracts.
The division had not compiled the data in a way that could easily be
used to evaluate the performance of contracts. For example, we found
that 40 percent of the measures required in the contracts were not
even collected. DWS has said in previous years the focus was on
tracking outputs and in fiscal year 2019 they will begin tracking all
outcome measures. Of measures collected, we found that only 52
percent of performance targets were achieved.

Tracking outcomes will
allow HCD to evaluate
program effectiveness,
concentrate funding,
and help providers
make improvements.

It is concerning that there was no follow up on the outcomes of
targets in the contracts. Ideally, the division should have used this
information to determine whether the contractor had met the state’s
performance benchmarks and then shared the results with the
provider. Corrective action should be taken when performance is well
below expectation, but we found no evidence of this occurring. While
HCD provides contract oversight, we are concerned that without
consistent tracking of outcomes, the division cannot sufficiently ensure
funds are used effectively. Tracking outcomes will allow HCD to
evaluate program effectiveness, concentrate funding on successful
programs, and help less-successful providers make improvements.
Contract Performance
Measures Lack Consistency
We are concerned with the changes in the measures used by the
SHCC to evaluate performance. In 2016, House Bill 328 was passed,
requiring the SHCC to conduct a needs assessment to:
•

Identify desired statewide outcomes related to minimizing
homelessness

•

Review data gathering… including an evaluation of:
o the functionality of existing databases;
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o the ability to expand and tailor existing databases to
better serve the needs of homeless individuals and;
o …sharing between entities
•

Identify gaps between the data and the data needed to
implement best practices in minimizing homelessness and
achieving desired statewide outcomes

•

Identify opportunities to align data gathering and reporting
related to homelessness with other state efforts

To fulfill the requirements of HB 328, the Department of
Workforce Services (DWS) contracted with the Department of
Technology Services (DTS) to review HMIS. DTS issued a report
with recommendations to improve HMIS. DTS recommended:
•

Establish HMIS database standards

•

Using HMIS, identify common reports, metrics, expected
outcomes, develop models, and use predictive analytics.

•

Exploring data sharing agreements with other state initiatives
and agencies.

We agree with these recommendations and believe HCD should take
steps to ensure they are implemented.
Additionally, SHCC adopted performance measures for the
homeless service system. While the requirement in HB328 was
fulfilled, we are concerned with the lack of follow-through to ensure
state-funded homeless programs are meeting expectations. As
discussed in the previous section, the performance measures were not
consistently collected nor were they used to evaluate and improve
outcomes. After adopting one set of performance measures, most of
the staff responsible for monitoring contracts left for other
employment. This has created large turnover, but they made changes
to performance measures used for the fiscal year 2019 funding. We are
concerned with this because these measures are not tied to a plan or an
overarching goal for reducing homelessness.
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Current performance
measures are not tied
to a plan.
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The use of longer-term
contracts could
improve the link
between evaluating
provider performance
and renewing their
contracts.

Operation Rio Grande
is a good example of
utilizing baselines and
key measures to
evaluate success.

SHCC’s use of annual contracts also makes it difficult to collect the
performance data required in each service contract and to use the data
to measure performance. Because the contracts that are offered are
renewed annually, it is difficult to collect data and use that information
to evaluate a provider’s performance before the next contract must be
renewed. The use of longer-term contracts would be one way to
improve the link between evaluating provider performance and
renewing their contracts.
While steps have been taken this past year to improve contract
oversight and data collection, Utah still lacks a plan and key measures
to be able to evaluate success. We have seen the use of performance
measures in the state to evaluate progress. There are private providers
who use planning and internal measures. Additionally, Operation Rio
Grande utilizes baselines and a few key measures to evaluate the
progress of the three phases of the plan. Each of the three phases has
an overall outcome and a measurement to evaluate success. Operation
Rio Grande also has required actions as part of each phase. In
contrast, SHCC needs better oversight of contracts and performance
to ensure programs serving individuals experiencing homelessness are
meeting intended outcomes. We recommend an improved use of
benchmarks and performance monitoring to ensure scarce resources
are used efficiently and effectively.
Poor Data Resulted in Utah
Erroneously Reporting A Large
Decrease in Chronic Homelessness
We also found that we could not rely on past reports of the
performance of Utah’s homeless services system. For example, we
found errors in reports describing the success of Utah’s decade long
effort to end chronic homelessness. These reports illustrate the
importance of accurate success measures of the service system in
accomplishing its goals.
In 2015, Utah received national media attention when DWS
announced that it had largely achieved its goal to end chronic
homelessness. The report states that “Since 2005, the chronic
homeless population in Utah has dropped by 91 percent.” However,
due to problems with the data, those figures were inaccurate.
Although there is evidence that state did make some progress, due to
problems with the data, it is difficult to know just how successful they
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were in reducing chronic homelessness. While we acknowledge that
DWS no longer uses this figure and calculation, our main concern is
that the SHCC did not fulfill its commitment to develop an effective
system for measuring its progress towards its goals. This information
is summarized in Figure 2.2.

Utah erroneously
showed a 91 percent
decrease in chronic
homelessness.

Figure 2.2. In 2015, Utah Erroneously Reported a 91 Percent
Decline in Chronic Homelessness Over Ten Years. However, a
close examination of the data shows this claim was inaccurate.

Source: Department of Workforce Services, Comprehensive Report on Homelessness, State of Utah 2015

While the data presented shows a significant drop in the number of
chronically homeless people, much of the decrease can be attributed to
changes made in the methods used to count chronic homelessness.
The following describes some of these changes:
•

As stated in the legend of Figure 2.2, the 2015 number is the
raw data from the Point-in-Time count, while the previous
years are annualized numbers. The annualized number are the
point-in-time count multiplied by some factor. In addition, the
method for annualizing the count has changed.

•

One cause for the large reduction in chronic homelessness in
2010 is that the state stopped counting individuals in
transitional housing as being chronically homeless.

•

In 2015, the COC reported that it adopted a new process for
verifying whether an individual is chronically homeless.
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Utah needs to utilize
consistent and reliable
data to be able to
continually evaluate
program performance.

It appears Utah officials did not consider these factors when
concluding that there had been a 91 percent drop in the rate of
chronic homelessness. We do not know the extent to which Utah
efforts have helped reduce chronic homelessness. The construction of
several permanent supportive housing facilities has helped. Utah needs
to utilize consistent and reliable data to be able to continually evaluate
program performance.

Utah Needs A Data Driven System

Utah needs to improve
its use of data and the
performance measures
used to monitor
outcomes.

Utah currently lacks a result-oriented and data driven homeless
services system. As discussed in this chapter, we are concerned that
HMIS is currently not sufficiently reliable to measure program
performance. Additionally, the SHCC lacks oversight and consistent
performance measures. To create a truly effective, results-oriented
service system, Utah needs to improve its use of data and the
performance measures used to monitor outcomes.
We recommend that the SHCC do what it committed to do in its
2004 plan to end chronic homelessness. That plan describes several
steps that should be taken to evaluate provider performance. The plan
states that “Evaluation will be an important part of the plan
implementation.” Figure 2.3 shows key steps in Utah’s plan to end
chronic homelessness.
Figure 2.3 Key Steps Utah Outlined to Evaluate Implementation
of Plan. Utah’s plan to end chronic homeless outlined key steps to
measure performance and implementation.
“Each Action will delineate specific benchmarks and outcome measures as a
framework to gauge progress and report to policy makers and funders.”
“Key to the evaluation effort will be the continued development of the
homeless management information system…”
“[HMIS]…will provide a way of understanding how people who are homeless
use the system of services, and the impact of these services in promoting
housing stability and self-sufficiency.”
Source: Utah’s Plan to End Chronic Homelessness, 2004
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While we support what was stated in the plan and believe the SHCC
should follow through with this plan to create and evaluate specific
benchmarks and outcome measures.
The plan emphasized statewide data collection and outcome
measures, but we are concerned that accurate data collection and
outcome measures are still lacking. With the passage of HB 328
during the 2016 Legislative General Session, the Legislature
recognized the need to review the data management system and
performance measures used by the homeless services system. This bill
required SHCC to complete a study on the data system and adopt
outcome measures. While a study was completed and outcome
measures were adopted, we also could not find evidence that outcome
measures are being used to evaluate performance.
Utah needs to ensure the data collected is consistent and accurate
and can be used to measure performance pertaining to the goals and
objectives outlined in a plan. Finally, Utah should ensure collected
data is used to evaluate individual program performance as well as the
accomplishment of the state’s goals. This process will lead to better
oversight of contract performance. Using benchmarks and
performance measures, Utah homeless services providers should be
able to demonstrate that the state’s limited resources are being used
efficiently and effectively to reduce homelessness. They should also be
able to demonstrate the progress they are making towards
accomplishing the goals described in the state plan to reduce
homelessness.

Utah needs to ensure
the data collected is
consistent and
accurate to measure
performance
pertaining to the goals.

Recommendations
1. We recommend that the State Homeless Coordinating
Committee require the establishment of clear and measurable
goals and performance benchmarks for each individual provider
offering services to homeless individuals in the state.
2. We recommend that the State Homeless Coordinating
Committee monitor and report on the performance of
individual service providers in achieving their performance
benchmarks.
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3. We recommend that the Division of Housing and Community
Development audit and validate data in the Homeless
Management Information System on a frequent basis.
4. We recommend the Division of Housing and Community
Development train Homeless Management Information System
users on a frequent basis to ensure providers are entering
information consistently.
5. We recommend the State Homeless Coordinating Committee
create a performance measurement process to evaluate progress
in achieving goals and objectives outlined in the state plan.
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Chapter III
Utah Needs a Coordinated
Response to Homelessness
Before Utah can evaluate the success of its homeless service system,
it must first define what success is. This chapter describes three steps
that should be taken to unite Utah’s state agencies, local governments,
business community, and service providers behind a common strategy
and shared goals to reduce homelessness. These steps are based on
recommendations by the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness
(USICH), our observations of other states, and local service
professionals. The steps include:
•

Empowering a state coordinating council to act as the focal
point for oversight, planning, and accountability.

•

Drafting a strategic plan with measurable goals, strategies, and
action steps for implementing the plan.

•

Monitoring success in accomplishing the set goals in the plan.

In the past, Utah has made attempts to implement these steps.
However, these efforts have produced only modest results. For
example, Utah has had a State Homeless Coordinating Committee
(SHCC) since 1988. In 2004, they drafted a strategic plan with a goal
to end chronic homelessness by the year 2014. That plan called for
evaluation tools to measure progress and to hold providers
accountable. Unfortunately, the plan is out of date and the state’s
efforts to reduce homelessness are no longer guided by a set of
measurable goals and strategies. The state continues to struggle to
provide services through a fragmented network of funders and service
providers who do not always coordinate their efforts.

Three practices need
to be implemented
which will help to
create a more effective
homelessness delivery
system.

Utah’s last homeless
strategic plan was
created in 2004.

Better Oversight and Planning are Needed to
Improve Utah’s Response to Homelessness
The first step in creating a coordinated response to homelessness is
to create an oversight body that is responsible for strategic planning,
goal setting, and results monitoring. Utah has its SHCC, but the
committee does not have a current strategic plan or a set of
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measurable goals. We recommend that the Legislature consider
clarifying in statute the SHCC’s specific responsibilities. Among other
things, they should be given responsibility for statewide oversight. The
SHCC should also be given authority to appoint a single oversight
body to provide local oversight, planning, and accountability of
homeless services provided in each region of the state.
At the local level, we found a few communities which have taken
initial steps to prepare a strategic plan for homeless services. However,
local level oversight is fragmented among different boards and
committees. For example, in Salt Lake County, oversight is provided
by three different boards and a coordinating committee.
The Oversight Role of Utah’s
SHCC Can be Enhanced

The SHCC lacks a
strategic plan,
performance
standards, and a
performance review
process.

Members of the SHCC
do not understand
their duties as board
members.

We found that Utah’s SHCC does not perform the full range of
responsibilities recommended by the USICH and by other states
which are following the USICH recommendations. Utah does not
have a current strategic plan, they have not set specific goals and
performance standards, and they do not have a process for verifying
that the state’s performance goals have been achieved. We interviewed
11 of the 14 voting members of the SHCC and found the members
were generally uncertain as to their role in statewide planning,
oversight and accountability of homeless services. One reason may be
that the Utah Code does not specifically direct the SHCC to perform
those functions.
SHCC Members are Uncertain About Their Authority to
Provide Statewide Oversight. The SHCC is comprised of the
executive directors of several state agencies, local mayors,
representatives from non-profit organizations, and philanthropic
groups that serve the homeless. We were able to interview eleven of
the fourteen members of the SHCC. We discussed their roles as a
committee member and the challenges they face while trying to guide
the state’s efforts to reduce homelessness.
We found that the committee members are generally uncertain as
to their authority and the full scope of their responsibilities. Although
they understand that they have a responsibility to oversee the
awarding of state funds to qualified homeless programs, they were less
certain about their role in overseeing the state’s homeless service
system. Four members said they believe the committee should provide
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statewide oversight, strategic planning and accountability of homeless
services but they said the committee is not performing those functions.
The following are comments made by individual committee members:
•

The committee does not know what powers or responsibilities
they have. They do not have a state plan and they need one.
Also, the committee has not discussed what they want to
accomplish this year other than to build three new resource
centers. They spend most of their time on funding issues, not
planning.

•

There is a trend towards making the SHCC into more of an
oversight body but they are currently charged with dispersing
funds.

•

The SHCC asked to know what service strategy would be
applied at the new resource centers but did not receive a
response.

•

Developing a statewide plan, setting measurable goals, and
identifying performance metrics is the way to go, but the
committee is not doing that.

•

There is a lack of coordination. All the funders of homeless
services need to do better at working together to ensure they
are filling the funding gaps.

•

The committee does not have a plan for reducing homelessness.
Instead, they only respond to the latest crisis.

During our discussions with the committee members, we also
described the responsibilities performed by oversight bodies for
homeless services in other states, such as strategic planning, setting
goals and monitoring performance. We found that the members of
Utah’s SHCC were not opposed to performing those functions, if the
Legislature established that as their role.

We found that the
members of Utah
SHCC were not
opposed to performing
strategic planning,
setting goals, and
monitoring.

Utah Code Does Not Clearly Define the Responsibilities of
the SHCC. One reason the members of the SHCC may have
difficulty understanding their oversight responsibility to provide
oversight of homeless services, to do strategic planning and to monitor
results is that these responsibilities are not included in the section of
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the statute which describes the purpose of the committee. Utah Code
35A-8-602(a) describes the purposes of the SHCC. It states:
The Homeless Coordinating Committee shall work to
ensure that services provided to the homeless by state
agencies, local governments, and private organizations are
provided in a cost-effective manner.
The remaining language in Utah Code 35A-8-602 only addresses the
committee’s responsibilities to allocate funds devoted to homelessness.
Statute can be
improved to include
additional duties to be
performed by SHCC
members.

In our view, the language in the statute does not give the
committee adequate guidance regarding their responsibilities. It does
not define the scope of their authority, or the need for them to
provide oversight, strategic planning, and performance monitoring of
Utah’s homeless services system. It is therefore not surprising that they
have expressed uncertainty regarding their role of the committee.
The Legislature Should Consider Clarifying the
Responsibilities of the SHCC. We found that the language
contained in the statutes of five other states provide clear language
regarding the responsibilities of state homeless coordinating
committees in those states. The following are examples of the specific
responsibilities listed in those statutes:

Other states list
additional
responsibilities that
could be added in
Utah’s statute
concerning SHCC’s
duties.
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•

Florida: “Develop outcome and accountability measures and
promote and use such measures to evaluate program
effectiveness and make recommendations for improving current
practices in order to best meet the needs of the homeless.”

•

Maine: “Establishes a baseline for homelessness in the State
from which improvements can be measured.”

•

Washington: Prepare a plan which must include “An
implementation strategy outlining the roles and responsibilities
at the state and local level and timelines to achieve a reduction
in homelessness at the statewide level during periods of the
five-year homeless housing strategic plan.”

•

Hawaii: “Formulate, and advise the governor on the
implementation of, a unified ten-year statewide plan to address
homelessness…”
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•

California: “… create a statewide data system or warehouse
that collects local data through Homeless Management
Information Systems, with the ultimate goal of matching data
on homelessness to programs impacting homeless recipients of
state programs...”

In addition to considering adopting the above statutory language
used by other states, Utah legislators could also consider the following
list of responsibilities recommended by the USICH.
•

Create a state plan to prevent and end homelessness that
assesses overall needs, coordinates resources, and promotes
national best practices.

•

Foster the development of local community plans to end
homelessness throughout the state.

•

Recommend policy, regulatory and resource changes needed to
accomplish the objectives outlined in the state plan.

•

Ensure accountability and results in implementation strategies.

•

Create a state-wide partnership with local stakeholders and
local elected officials through Continua of Care.

The USICH provides a
starting point for
creating an effective
state homeless
council.

The above list is only a starting point. Scope of responsibility given to
a statewide council needs to reflect that state’s needs and conditions.
By giving the SHCC a clearer, more specific mandate, we believe
the Legislature can help the SHCC provide the leadership needed by
Utah’s homeless service system. Based on our conversations with
members of that committee, we believe they are ready to assume that
role.
The State Oversight Body Should Coordinate
Efforts to Address Homelessness
In our opinion, the most effective state coordinating councils are
those that have clear statutory authority to perform strategic planning,
set measurable goals, and monitor results. These oversight bodies
typically receive staff support from a lead agency. To address the more
technical aspects of the plan, the oversight body could appoint special
working groups. The following are several other strategies to help
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The SHCC needs to
perform strategic
planning, set
measurable goals, and
monitor results to be
more effective.
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state councils become effective in leading their efforts to reduce
homelessness.

Local coordinating
committees can be
used for implementing
the state’s strategic
plan at the local level.

Create Local Homeless Committee to Coordinate Homeless
Services at the Community Level. Local homeless committees can
be used to promote local implementation of the state’s effort to create
a coordinated response to homelessness. Many communities rely on
Continuum of Care (CoC) Boards that were created for this purpose
by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD). Others have created homeless coordinating councils that are
separate from their CoC’s. In either case, whether it is CoCs or
separate local councils, they work best when they have a diverse
membership representing local service providers, civic leaders, and
local business leaders in the community.
As discussed later in this chapter, Utah’s local oversight is divided
among several different boards and committees. In Salt Lake County,
the following entities provide local direction:
•
•
•

Shelter the Homeless Board
The Road Home Board
Salt Lake Continuum of Care

In communities outside of Salt Lake County, oversight is provided
by the Mountainland CoC and Balance of State CoC, as well as by a
few other LHCCs that also provide strategic planning and coordinate
homeless services at the local level.

The SHCC needs to
focus on high level
policies, setting
measurable
benchmarks and
reviewing outcomes.

Select a Lead Agency to Provide Staff Support to Each State
and Local Oversight Body. To be effective, an oversight body needs
to focus on making high-level policy decisions, setting standards, and
monitoring results. We believe the actual work of developing policy,
managing data, and preparing performance reports should be
administered by support staff. We found that it is not uncommon for
state and local councils to select a local governmental agency that is
under contract or memorandum of understanding to provide support
to the oversight body.
In Utah, the Department of Workforce Services’ Housing and
Community Development Division provides the staff support for the
SHCC. Similarly, the Salt Lake County CoC has an agreement with
Salt Lake County to provide its administrative support. Additionally,
United Way of Utah County provides administrative support to the
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Mountainland CoC and HCD provides it for the Balance of the State
CoC.
Appoint Task Force Groups to Address Specific Issues. The
support required by the oversight body is best provided by special task
force groups of experts from the community. Such groups can help
the oversight body formulate strategies to address the more
challenging problems, such as how to address chronic homelessness or
how to address mental illness and drug abuse that is common among
the homeless. Some task force groups might be formed permanently
and provide ongoing support on a specific issue. Other task force
groups might be asked to address a special need and then be disbanded
once the task is completed. In either case, task force groups should be
created, and its members appointed, through a formal action by the
oversight body.

Task forces can be
used to help find
solutions for specific
issues facing the
SHCC.

We are aware of only one task force group that is currently active
in Utah; the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS)
Steering committee. That group is responsible for overseeing the use
and management of the HMIS. In its 2004 strategic plan, the SHCC
said it intended to create several task force groups to handle specific
issues facing the state homeless services system. However, we found
no evidence that any of those other groups are still active.
Local Oversight, Planning, and Accountability in Salt Lake
County is Divided Among Several Oversight Bodies
Although we found much support for addressing the problem of
homelessness in Salt Lake County, the community needs a single
oversight body that can unite its efforts. Currently, Salt Lake County’s
homeless service system has three major oversight bodies. In addition,
Salt Lake County uses a coordinating council, called the Collective
Impact Steering Committee, that is attempting to unify the
community’s effort to reduce homelessness. Each is independently
working towards addressing the problem of homelessness. Several of
these groups are developing their own unique tools for measuring
service outcomes. While we acknowledge the tremendous support for
addressing homeless issues in Salt Lake County, we recommend the
efforts of the following three groups be joined under a common local
coordinating council.
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•

Salt Lake County Continuum of Care Board. HUD has
created regional boards throughout the nation to coordinate
the planning of the service delivery system and to oversee the
allocation of federal funds for homelessness. Each CoC is
responsible for conducting the annual point-in-time counts of
homeless individuals in their jurisdictions. The CoC also
monitors the performance of providers who receive funding
through HUD.

•

Shelter the Homeless Board. Shelter the Homeless does not
provide direct services but is the owner of the major shelters
and housing facilities in Salt Lake County. This includes the
Midvale Shelter, the downtown shelter on Rio Grande Street,
and the three new resource centers. This organization is also
developing its own systemwide performance monitoring tool
which it describes as a “homelessness index.”

•

The Road Home Board. The Road Home is the largest
provider of shelter services, rapid rehousing, and permanent
supportive housing in Salt Lake County. Much of the funding
for homeless services is channeled through this organization
and the use of those funds comes under the oversight of its
board. As a result, The Road Home and its board play a major
role in developing strategies for serving the homeless in Salt
Lake County. It also has its own set of output measures that it
applies to its programs and services.

Oversight and
planning for homeless
issues in Salt Lake
County are provided
by three separate
groups.

In summary, we found that local oversight of homeless services in
Salt Lake County is fragmented among several groups. It appears
there is no single entity that is responsible for crafting an overall
strategic plan, with measurable goals, and annually-reviewed
performance metrics.

A statewide strategic
plan does not exist for
reducing statewide
homelessness.
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Utah Needs a Strategic Plan with
Measurable Goals and Action Steps
The SHCC should draft a new strategic plan for reducing
homelessness statewide. In our opinion, the best state plans for
reducing homelessness are those that include measurable goals,
performance targets and milestones for accomplishing specific tasks. In
2004, Utah drafted a strategic plan to reduce homelessness. Even
though the plan emphasized the importance of accountability, we
A Performance Audit of Utah’s Homeless Services (December 2018)

found no evidence that performance measures were ever fully
developed or monitored.
In 2015, the Salt Lake County Collective Impact Steering
Committee took several steps towards preparing a strategic plan to
reduce homelessness in Salt Lake County. However, their plan also
lacks measurable goals and implementation action steps.
Utah Lacks a Strategic Plan
To Reduce Homelessness
Utah’s SHCC prepared a strategic plan in 2004 with several
ambitious goals and objectives. However, the plan is now out of date
and is no longer used. As a result, Utah’s network of providers,
businesses, and funders are not guided by a common strategy to
reduce homelessness.
The 2004 Plan to End Chronic Homelessness is Out of Date.
In 2004, the SHCC prepared a document titled Ten-Year Strategic
Action Plan to End Chronic Homelessness. The focus of the plan was a
“permanent housing-based strategy” with the following four phases:
•

“Prevention efforts to forestall homelessness for those at
imminent risk;

•

Rapidly re-housing those who are homeless (a Housing First
approach) by increasing available, affordable housing;

•

Funding of supportive services that promote housing stability
and self-sufficiency; and

•

Collecting and providing accurate data and measuring results.”

SHCC’s last homeless
strategic plan was
created in 2004.

The plan was used to generate support for the “housing first”
strategy which resulted in the construction of several permanent
housing facilities which currently serve hundreds of chronically
homeless individuals. The plan also marked the beginning of Utah’s
emphasis on rapid-housing programs. However, as described in
Chapter II of this report, we found that the fourth goal, to provide
accurate data and measure results was not achieved.
The 2004 Plan was Updated in 2008. The updated plan stressed
the importance of developing management information tools that
could be used to identify “what works and what doesn’t,” and to
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“track progress and make adjustments.” Although the plan led to the
construction of four new housing facilities for the chronically
homeless, the information systems needed to identify “what works”
were never developed. The Division of Housing and Community
Development tracks the state’s progress towards ending chronic
homelessness. However, in 2015, as described previously in Chapter
II, they incorrectly reported that the goal had largely been achieved.
Since that time, the goal to end chronic homelessness, and the
strategic plan to achieve that goal is no longer being used. As a result,
Utah’s efforts to serve the homeless do not appear to be guided by a
clear strategy and measurable goals.
The Salt Lake County Plan Lacks Measurable Goals. In 2015,
service providers and community leaders in Salt Lake County formed
what they call the Collective Impact Steering Committee. That body
joined together in support of a document that expressed a shared
vision of how they might address homelessness in their community. In
our view, their efforts represent a good first step towards preparing a
strategic plan. The group has also helped unite the larger community
of service providers behind a common vision of success. However, to
achieve that vision, the plan needs measurable goals, action steps to
accomplish those goals, and a process to measure their progress.
The following are some of the shared outcomes described in the
county plan:
Salt Lake County’s
goals for its homeless
services system are
not measurable. For
this reason, it will be
difficult to evaluate
their progress in
achieving those goals.

•

Successfully divert individuals and families from emergency
shelter whenever possible.

•

Meet the basic needs of those in crisis.

•

Provide individuals and families with stabilization services
when they need them.

•

Ensure Salt Lake County’s housing supply meets the demand
and needs of all residents.

While they are all worthy goals, the above listed items are not
measurable. They are stated in such general terms that there is no
objective way to determine what progress has been made towards
accomplishing each goal. The following section discusses ways to
make both state-wide and local goals measurable.
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Best Practice is to Adopt Measurable Goals to Address
Homelessness Among Specific Client Populations
To gain community support, the strategic plan should include
goals and objectives that focus the community’s attention on the need
to address a specific aspect of homelessness. To promote
accountability, the goals should also be measurable. The plan should
include a list of specific strategies and action items to support the goal.
Milestones should be set to monitor progress in achieving each action
item.

A strategic plan should
include goals and
objectives that are
measurable to promote
accountability.

These are the best practices we have observed in the strategic plans
prepared by other states and localities. They are supported by the
USICH and are consistent with the management process described in
Best Practices for Good Management, a document published by our
office. Some of these steps were also recommended to us by a retired
HUD official who provided us with valuable insight into what other
states have done to address homelessness. Finally, these are some of
the same accountability tools that Utah’s SHCC described in its 2004
strategic plan.
Begin with Goals and Objectives for Specific Target
Populations. We have observed that other states typically begin the
strategic planning process by identifying a set of goals and objectives
for addressing homelessness among specific target populations.
Ideally, the goals should be measurable or sufficiently specific so one
might readily determine whether the goal has been achieved.
The following are examples of goals that we found in other state
and local plans. They are either measurable or sufficiently specific to
know whether they have been achieved.
•

Arizona: Move 300 chronically homeless individuals or
families into permanent housing each year for the next 5 years.

•

Houston: End Veteran Homelessness by 2015.

•

Michigan: Reduce Chronic Homelessness by 20 percent
annually.

•

Minnesota: Prevent and end homelessness among families
with children by the end of 2020.
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Creating measurable
goals makes
accountability
possible.
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•

Ohio Balance of the State CoC: Rapid Rehousing projects
will have no more than 12 percent of adults who exited to
permanent housing return to [homelessness] within two years
of exit.

The advantage of providing measurable goals, like those described
above, is that it makes accountability possible. We recommend that
Utah’s SHCC select specific measurable goals that reflect the state’s
priorities and the greatest needs of our community. For example,
ending veteran homelessness is sometimes viewed as a good initial
goal because that population is relatively small. Homeless veterans are
also served through a dedicated funding stream.
Similarly, the SHCC’s goal in 2004 to “end chronic homelessness”
was not unrealistic. Utah’s service providers maintain a shared list of
those individuals who are known to be chronically homeless. The last
point-in-time count identified 306 individuals who are known to be
chronically homeless in Utah. It was not unreasonable in 2004, nor
would be unreasonable today, to develop a set of strategies to reduce
that number to nearly zero.

Once goals are
created, and strategies
are developed, action
steps are needed in
order to accomplish
each goal.

Identify Strategies and Action Steps to Accomplish the Plan’s
Goals. Once a set of goals have been identified, the next step is to
develop a set of strategies and action steps to accomplish each goal.
Because they may be somewhat technical in nature, the SHCC and
local oversight bodies should seek the input of a broad group of
stakeholders and experts to help develop strategies and action steps.
We found several examples of states and localities that have
prepared well-drafted strategic plans to reduce or end homelessness.
These are states and a locality that were identified by a regional
manager of the USICH as having made significant progress in
developing their services to reduce homelessness.
Two plans we believe are models of good planning are Minnesota’s
Heading Home Together and Houston’s The Way Home (See
Appendices A and B). These plans have specific goals, strategies, and
action step to accomplish the goals. Minnesota’s utilizes specific
strategies and assigns actions steps to agencies to accomplish difference
strategies. In their report, Minnesota stated that they have been able to
reduce total homelessness by eight percent since 2014 and other
subpopulations even more.
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The Houston plan, which began in 2012, has goals that are specific
and definite. One of its goals was to end chronic homelessness by the
year 2016. The plan also has specific strategies to accomplish the goal
and action items to accomplish each strategy. One specific goal in the
plan is to end youth homelessness by 2020, with accompanying
strategies to accomplish this goal. Overall Houston reported a 57
percent decline in homelessness since 2011.
The Legislature Should Consider Directing the
SHCC to Prepare a Strategic Plan
Utah should utilize strategic planning to identify goals and
objectives for the state’s homeless service system. Just as the 2004 plan
led to broad community support for Utah’s “housing first” program, a
new strategic plan should generate interest in accomplishing a new set
of goals. The Legislature can initiate this process by clarifying the
responsibilities of the SHCC and by giving them a specific mandate to
prepare a strategic plan. At a minimum, the plan should include:
•
•
•

Measurable goals
Strategies and action steps for accomplishing those goals
Milestones for completing each action step

A strategic plan is a
good first step in
bringing all parties
together in a
coordinated effort in
reducing
homelessness in the
state.

The plan could also address other issues that appear to be of
concern to the Legislature, such as how the funding from all the
different sources can best be used to cover the cost of implementing
the strategic plan. The Legislature could also require that the SHCC
periodically update a legislative committee on the progress made in
completing the goals and objectives in the plan.
Local Plans Should Guide Community Efforts to Implement
the State Plan. The Legislature should also consider requiring the
SHCC to designate local planning bodies to prepare strategic plans
that address the goals of the statewide plan. Local plans have been
developed in the past. In addition to the three CoC’s, Utah has 13
Local Homeless Coordinating Committees (LHCC) representing
various regions of the state. After the SHCC prepared its 2004
strategic plan, we know that at least two of these LHCCs prepared
their own strategic plans to help implement the state’s goals to end
chronic homelessness in their communities. Furthermore, HUD
already requires each of the CoCs in Utah to work with their local
communities to draft a strategic plan and monitor its progress.
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There are currently 13
LHCCs throughout the
state.
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Representatives from the Salt Lake CoC report that they have not
prepared a local plan as required. However, they express an interest in
participating in that process. Figure 3.1 describes a possible
relationship between the state plan and local planning and oversight
bodies.
Figure 3.1 Example of a Possible Relationship Between the
State Plan and Local Planning and Oversight Bodies. A State
Plan should be developed by the SHCC, while local plans could be
prepared by each CoC or LHCC or by other local entities.

State Plan
Salt Lake CoC
Plan

County
Plan

City
Plan

LHCC
Plans

Mountainland
CoC Plan

County
Plan

City
Plan

LHCC
Plans

Balance of the
State CoC Plan

County
Plan

City
Plan

LHCC
Plans

Auditor Generated

The state level plan
needs to be supported
by local strategic
plans.
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The SHCC could rely on the HUD network of CoC’s and
LHCC’s to facilitate local planning, or it could designate other local
entities to do local planning. For example, it could designate the
Collective Impact Steering Committee to assume responsibility for
crafting a strategic plan for Salt Lake County. In either case, the state
level plan needs to be supported by local strategic plans.
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The SHCC Should Monitor Success in
Accomplishing the Goals
Drafting a strategic plan is just one phase of an ongoing process of
managing for results. Once the measurable goals are set, the next step
is to gather data to monitor progress in achieving the goals. In the
recent past, it has been a challenge to develop performance measures
because there has been no strategic plan. Although we commend the
Division of Housing and Community Development for developing its
Homelessness Data Dashboard, without goals, objectives and
benchmarks of performance, it is difficult to know how to interpret
the data they are reporting.

Creating specific goals
and benchmarks are
essential in creating a
successful strategic
plan.

The Strategic Plan is Part of a Larger
Process of Managing for Results
Once a strategic plan is adopted, an oversight body should develop
a set of performance measures to monitor the progress in achieving
the goals described in the plan. When reported on a regular basis, the
oversight body should use this information to monitor its progress
towards achieving its goals. In addition, the information should help
identify which strategies are more effective than others. Finally, this
information should enable the oversight body to then modify its
strategic plan and shift resources to those strategies found to be the
most effective. Figure 3.2 illustrates the ongoing process of drafting a
strategic plan, developing goals and performance measures and
monitoring performance.
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Creating a strategic
plan with measurable
goals and evaluating
them is an on-going
process.

Figure 3.2 Performance Measures are Used to Evaluate an
Organization’s Efforts to Implement its Goals. Strategic
planning, setting goals and evaluating success in achieving those
goals are three parts of the process of managing for results.
Clear Mission /
Strategic Plan

Measure and
Evaluate

Measurable Goals
and Objectives

Source: Auditor Generated

Figure 3.2 shows that the oversight process does not end with the
drafting of a strategic plan. Instead, managing for results is an ongoing
process of developing plans, setting goals, measuring success and then
modifying the plan again to reflect what has been learned about what
works and what does not work. As an organization repeats this
process, it should steadily produce better results.

Without specific State
goals and benchmarks,
the online dashboard
is difficult to evaluate
and determine
effectiveness.

Without Strategic Goals and Benchmarks for Performance, it
is Difficult to Interpret Utah’s Measures of Homelessness. The
Division of Housing and Community Development has created an
online dashboard that contains a large amount of information
regarding what is happening statewide to serve the homeless. The
division also publishes an annual report each year describing various
activities in the homeless services system. However, this information is
of limited value because there are no benchmarks by which to evaluate
the data. The data that is reported does not relate to specific goals and
objectives. Without measurable goals with performance targets for
specific activities, it is difficult to evaluate whether the state’s efforts to
reduce homelessness are effective.
Figure 3.3 describes some of the information shown on the state’s
homelessness data dashboard. It shows that statewide 7.27 percent of
clients returned to homelessness within 6 to 12 months and 31.77
percent of clients returned to homelessness within 2 years. Individuals
were homeless 75.42 days on average and 23.70 percent of homeless
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individuals found permanent housing. This information offers some
value because it describes what is happening in the system statewide.
However, the data by itself does not provide insight into the
effectiveness of Utah’s efforts to reduce homelessness, or whether the
state is making progress towards achieving its goals.
Figure 3.3 Without Goals and Benchmarks, it is Difficult to
Judge the Performance of Utah’s Homeless Services Data. The
Homelessness Data Dashboard provides a large amount of data
about services to the homeless but is difficult to use the data to
evaluate performance or progress in achieving outcomes.

Measurable
benchmarks are
necessary to evaluate
performance.

Source: Homelessness Data Dashboard, Utah Department of Workforce Services, Division of Housing and
Community Development. https://jobs.utah.gov/housing/homelessness/homelessdata.html

To be more useful, the data in Figure 3.3 needs to be compared to
a set of performance benchmarks that are based on the state’s strategic
goals and objectives. That is why the strategic plan and the measurable
goals must be developed before the performance is measured.
Other Entities Use Performance Benchmarks that Can Be
Used to Monitor Success in Achieving Goals.
We found several entities outside of Utah that are using data to
monitor progress in achieving their strategic goals. For example,
Washington State, Houston Texas, and a CoC in Ohio have all
developed benchmarks to monitor the performance of their homeless
service system and individual service providers.
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Washington State links
their outcomes to
specific benchmarks
which allows you to
evaluate how effective
a program is.

Washington State’s Online Dashboard Compares Performance
Against a Set of Benchmarks. Like Utah, the State of Washington
has an online dashboard that includes information describing activity
at both the state level and at local units. The Washington dashboard
offers “county report cards” that includes data describing the
performance of the operations offered by individual counties.
However, unlike Utah, Washington compares each county’s actual
performance against the state’s benchmarks. For example, the data in
Figure 3.4 compares the performance of permanent housing programs
in King County against the state benchmarks.
Figure 3.4. Washington State Compares Performance Data
Against Statewide Benchmarks. The performance in King County
is shown for two measures: (1) the exits to permanent housing and
(2) returns to homelessness.

Source: Washington State Homeless System Performance: County Report Cards Overview

Among other things, Figure 3.4 shows that the rapid rehousing
programs in King County have 74 percent of their clients exiting to
permanent housing. This is close to the state benchmark of 80 percent.
In contrast, only 23 percent of clients in the county’s emergency
shelters are exiting to permanent housing. This is less than half the
state’s 50 percent benchmark.

A CoC in Ohio uses
performance indicators
and goals to monitor
their performance.
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A Houston Report Describes the Progress Made Towards
Achieving the Goals in the Strategic Plan. Houston’s Action Plan
Update for 2016-2017 also provides information that can be used to
monitor the CoC’s progress towards achieving its strategic goals. For
example, pages six and seven of the Action Plan Update (see Appendix
B) describe the progress made toward reducing homelessness among
target population groups, as well as the overall system goals to reduce
homelessness. Each year, they report the numbers housed and the total
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reduction in homelessness since the prior year. The report describes a
57 percent reduction in homelessness over five years.
A CoC in Ohio Uses Specific Performance Measures and
Measurable Goals. The Balance of State CoC in Ohio offers a good
example of a service system that uses a set of performance indicators
and measurable goals to monitor performance. Its Performance
Management Plan includes some of the same measures displayed in
Utah’s homelessness data dashboard. However, each performance
measure used by this Ohio CoC is paired with a set of performance
benchmarks that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of different
services provided. Appendix C shows the performance measures they
apply to emergency shelters. They have similar indicators and
benchmarks for other services, such as transitional housing and
homeless outreach programs.
We Found Broad Support for
Improved Accountability
This chapter describes the basic concepts used to create a resultsoriented organization or system. They include strategic planning,
setting measurable goals, and evaluating the progress made. We
described these concepts to members of the SHCC, representatives of
the CoC, and other organizations that serve the homeless. During
those interviews, we found widespread support for greater strategic
planning, goal setting and performance monitoring.
It should not be surprising that we found support for these
concepts, because they are not new. They were first proposed by the
SHCC in its 2004 strategic plan. The need for better data and
performance measures was also described in the 2008 update to that
plan. Several local boards and committees have already taken some
steps towards creating local strategic plans. For whatever reason, it has
been difficult to sustain these efforts. As a result, Utah still lacks a truly
effective, result-oriented homeless services system. We believe the
Legislature can bring about real change by clarifying the role of the
SHCC, directing them to prepare a strategic plan with measurable
goals, and requiring that they monitor the results.
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Members of the SHCC
agree that a state
strategic plan along
with meaningful
measurable goals are
needed.
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Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Legislature consider clarify in statute
the responsibilities of the State Homeless Coordinating
Committee.
2. We recommend that the Legislature consider requiring the
State Homeless Coordinating Committee to adopt a statewide
strategic plan for reducing homelessness in the state.
3. We recommend the Legislature consider requiring the State
Homeless Coordinating Committee to develop a system for
monitoring the extent to which the goals and strategies
described in the strategic plan have been achieved.
4. We recommend the Legislature consider requiring the State
Homeless Coordinating Committee to report progress towards
achieving goals described in their strategic plan.
5. We recommend that the State Homeless Coordinating
Committee designate local oversight bodies that are responsible
to (1) develop a common agenda and vision for reducing
homelessness in that region, (2) craft a spending plan that
coordinates the funding supplied to local stakeholders, (3)
monitor the progress towards achieving state and local goals,
and (4) realign funding to those projects that are improving
their outcomes and targeting specific needs in the community.
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Appendix A
Heading Home Together
Minnesota’s 2018-2020 Action Plan To
Prevent and End Homelessness
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%XPIEWX1MRRIWSXERWI\TIVMIRGI
LSQIPIWWRIWWSRER]KMZIRRMKLX

families with
children
its
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veterans

7SYXL[IWX;IWX'IRXVEPERH2SVXL[IWX
KSZIVRQIRXXSQIIXXLIGVMXIVMEJSV

youth

chronic
homelessness
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•

•

1MRRIWSXERWIUYEPP]ERHXLIWIHMWTEVMXMIW
•

EGXMSRWSXLEXEWLSQIPIWWRIWWFIGSQIW
VEVIFVMIJERHRSRVIGYVVMRKSZIVEPP[I
EPWSHMWQERXPIXLIWXVYGXYVEPMRIUYMXMIW
XLEXGVIEXIXLIWIHMWTEVMXMIWIWTIGMEPP]JSV
TISTPISJGSPSVTISTPI[MXLHMWEFMPMXMIWERH
0+&85GSQQYRMXMIW

•

•
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8LI4PER
4VMRGMTPIWERH7XVEXIKMIWJSV,IEHMRK,SQI8SKIXLIV
,IEHMRK,SQI8SKIXLIVMWSVKERM^IHMR
X[SPIZIPW
y 7IZIRTVMRGMTPIWMHIRXMJ]XLI
TVMRGMTPIMRKVIHMIRXWRIIHIHXS
TVIZIRXERHIRHLSQIPIWWRIWW
y )EGLTVMRGMTPIGSRXEMRWWIZIVEP
WXVEXIKMIWXLEXJSGYWERHKYMHI
WTIGMJMGEGXMZMXMIWXSEGLMIZIXLSWI
TVMRGMTPIW

gap

personcentered

increase employment and income
Organize plans and partnerships and increase

Heading Home Together

crisis response

housing and services
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4VIZIRXMRKERH)RHMRK,SQIPIWWRIWW
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4VMRGMTPI-HIRXMJ]ERHIRKEKIEPP
TISTPII\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW

7XVEXIK]%)RWYVIXLEX1MRRIWSXERW
I\TIVMIRGMRKSVEXVMWOSJLSQIPIWWRIWWLEZI
EPS[FEVVMIV[E]XSGSRRIGX[MXLLSYWMRK
WYTTSVXERHEWWMWXERGI

7XVEXIK]&)RWYVIXLEXIZIV]VIKMSRSJXLI
WXEXILEWXLIGETEGMX]XSGSRHYGXVIPMEFPIERH
VSYXMRISYXVIEGLMREVIEW[LIVITISTPIEVI
PMZMRKMRYRWLIPXIVIHWIXXMRKW[MXLXLIKSEP
XLEXIZIV]SRII\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW
MWGSRRIGXIHXSERHORS[RF]ETTVSTVMEXI
WYTTSVXW]WXIQW

7XVEXIK]')HYGEXIXLITYFPMGEFSYX
LSQIPIWWRIWWERHWYTTSVXERHXVEMRwREXYVEP
TSMRXWSJGSRXEGXxXSMHIRXMJ]ERHGSRRIGX
TISTPII\TIVMIRGMRKLSYWMRKGVMWIWXS
GSSVHMREXIHIRXV]ERHSXLIVVIWSYVGIW

7XVEXIK]()\TERHXLIWXVEXIKMGYWISJ
WXEXI[MHIHEXEW]WXIQWXSMHIRXMJ]TISTPI
I\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWWERHVETMHP]PMRO
TISTPIXSETTVSTVMEXIWYTTSVXW
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4VMRGMTPI)RWYVIXLEX
IZIV]SRII\TIVMIRGMRKSVEX
VMWOSJLSQIPIWWRIWWGEREGGIWW
EWEJIERHETTVSTVMEXIGVMWMW
VIWTSRWIXLVSYKLHMZIVWMSR
TVIZIRXMSRWLIPXIVSVGVMWMW
LSYWMRK[MXLETTVSTVMEXI
WIVZMGIW

7XVEXIK]%-RGVIEWIVIWSYVGIWJSV
TVIZIRXMSRERHHMZIVWMSRXSEZSMHWLIPXIV
[LIRTSWWMFPIERHXSPIZIVEKITSXIRXMEP
LSYWMRKSTXMSRWERHREXYVEPWYTTSVXWTVMSVXS
ERITMWSHISJLSQIPIWWRIWW
7XVEXIK]')RWYVIXLEXW]WXIQWWIVZMRK
PS[MRGSQISVZYPRIVEFPI1MRRIWSXERW
EVIVIWTSRWMZIXSXLIRIIHWSJTISTPI
I\TIVMIRGMRKELSYWMRKGVMWMWERHHSRSXI\MX
TISTPIXSLSQIPIWWRIWW
7XVEXIK]&-RGVIEWIGETEGMX]MRGSQQYRMXMIW
XSTVSZMHIEGGIWWXSEJSVQSJPS[FEVVMIV
VIWTSRWIXSQIIXHIQERHJSVIZIV]SRI[LS
RIIHWMXSREWEQIHE]FEWMW
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4VMRGMTPI6ETMHP]PMROTISTPI
I\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW[MXL
LSYWMRKERHWIVZMGIWXEMPSVIHXS
XLIMVRIIHWTVMSVMXM^MRKXLIQSWX
ZYPRIVEFPI

7XVEXIK]%'SPPEFSVEXI[MXL'SRXMRYYQ
SJ'EVIVIKMSRWERHXVMFEPREXMSRWWSXLEXEPP
GSSVHMREXIHIRXV]W]WXIQWMR1MRRIWSXEEVI
XVEYQEMRJSVQIHGYPXYVEPP]ETTVSTVMEXIERH
QIIXSVI\GIIH*IHIVEPWXERHEVHW

7XVEXIK]&)RWYVIXLEXGSSVHMREXIHIRXV]
W]WXIQWEWWIWWRIIHWERHTVSZMHIVIJIVVEPW
XSGVMXMGEPQEMRWXVIEQTVSKVEQWMRGPYHMRK
QIRXEPLIEPXLGEVIERHIGSRSQMGEWWMWXERGI

7XVEXIK]'4VSZMHIREZMKEXMSRWIVZMGIWXS
WYTTSVXXLIQSWXZYPRIVEFPITISTPIEWWIWWIH
XLVSYKLGSSVHMREXIHIRXV]ERHLIPTGSRRIGX
XLIMVRIIHW

7XVEXIK]()RKEKIGSQQYRMXMIW[MXLXLI
LMKLIWXVEXIWSJGLVSRMGLSQIPIWWRIWWXS
I\TPSVIFIWX[E]WXSMRGVIEWIWXEFPILSYWMRK
SYXGSQIWERHGSSVHMREXI[MXLXLI[SVOSJ
1MRRIWSXEvW3PQWXIEH4PER
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4VMRGMTPI4VIZIRXXLIPSWWSJEJJSVHEFPILSYWMRKERHJMPPXLIKET
MRXLIRYQFIVSJEJJSVHEFPIERHWYTTSVXMZILSYWMRKSTTSVXYRMXMIW
EZEMPEFPIXSTISTPIEXVMWOSJSVI\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW

8EWO*SVGISR,SYWMRKXSMHIRXMJ]KETWMR
LSYWMRKSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSV1MRRIWSXERW[MXL
XLIPS[IWXMRGSQIWERHKVIEXIWXFEVVMIVWXS
LSYWMRKERHVIGSQQIRHEGXMSRWXSQIIXXLI
RIIH

7XVEXIK]'(IZIPSTEWXEXI[MHIMRMXMEXMZI
XLEXYWIWERMRGIRXMZIFEWIHETTVSEGL
XSTEVXRIVMRK[MXLTVSTIVX]S[RIVWERH
QEREKIVWXSMRGVIEWI[MPPMRKRIWWXS
VIRXXSTISTPIEXVMWOSJSVI\TIVMIRGMRK
LSQIPIWWRIWW

LSYWMRKWXSGOIWTIGMEPP]REXYVEPP]SGGYVVMRK
7XVEXIK](-RGVIEWIWIVZMGIWEZEMPEFPIMR
WYTTSVXMZILSYWMRK
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7XVEXIK])'VIEXIEW]WXIQEXMG[E]JSV
TISTPIXSQSZISYXSJTIVQERIRXWYTTSVXMZI
LSYWMRK[LIRXLI]EVIVIEH]XSQSZISR

7XVEXIK]+-RGVIEWIXLIRYQFIVSJ,SYWMRK
'LSMGI:SYGLIVW4YFPMG,SYWMRKYRMXWERH
SXLIVQEMRWXVIEQLSYWMRKVIWSYVGIWYWIHF]
TISTPII\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW

7XVEXIK]*6IHYGIXLIYWISJYRRIGIWWEVMP]
VIWXVMGXMZIXIRERXWGVIIRMRKERH^SRMRK
TVEGXMGIWXSMRGVIEWILSYWMRKEGGIWWJSVXLSWI
[MXLGVMQMREPLMWXSVMIWTVMSVIZMGXMSRWSV
SXLIVFEVVMIVW
Minnesota has seen an increase in city and local

]SYXLYREGGSQTERMIHF]TEVIRXWSVKYEVHMERW
I\TIVMIRGMRKSVEXVMWOSJLSQIPIWWRIWW
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4VMRGMTPI
9WIETIVWSR
GIRXIVIHXVEYQE
MRJSVQIH
,SYWMRK*MVWX
SVMIRXEXMSRMR
SYVVIWTSRWIXS
LSQIPIWWRIWW

7XVEXIK]%4VSQSXIFVSEHIVEHSTXMSRSJ
TIVWSRGIRXIVIHXVEYQEMRJSVQIHERH
,SYWMRK*MVWXETTVSEGLIWF]TVSZMHMRK

7XVEXIK]&)RWYVIIRSYKLGYPXYVEPP]
ERHTVIJIVIRGIWSJTISTPIEXVMWOSJSV
I\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW

7XVEXIK]'&SPWXIVI\MWXMRKMRJSVQEXMSRERH
VIJIVVEPWIVZMGIWWSXLI]EVIEFPIXSTVSZMHI
YWIJYPERHEGGYVEXIMRJSVQEXMSRHMVIGXP]XS
TISTPII\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW
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4VMRGMTPI
,IPTTISTPI
I\TIVMIRGMRKSVEX
VMWOSJLSQIPIWWRIWW
MRGVIEWIIQTPS]QIRX
ERHMRGSQI

7XVEXIK]%'VIEXIGSRRIGXMSRWXS
IQTPS]QIRXWYTTSVXERHIGSRSQMGEWWMWXERGI
TVSKVEQWEWTEVXSJGSSVHMREXIHIRXV]
7XVEXIK]'-RGVIEWIXLIRYQFIVSJJEQMPMIW
I\TIVMIRGMRKSVEXVMWOSJLSQIPIWWRIWW[LS
LEZIEGGIWWXSEJJSVHEFPIERHJPI\MFPIGLMPH
GEVIERHEJXIVWGLSSPGEVI

7XVEXIK]&-RGVIEWITEVXRIVWLMTWERH
EPMKRQIRXFIX[IIRLSQIPIWWWTIGMJMG
TVSKVEQWERHQEMRWXVIEQIHYGEXMSR
IQTPS]QIRXERHXVEMRMRKWIVZMGIWXSEGGIWW
GEVIIVTEXL[E]WERHMRGVIEWIIEVRIHMRGSQI

7XVEXIK](-RGVIEWIXLIRYQFIVSJTISTPI
I\TIVMIRGMRKSVEXVMWOSJLSQIPIWWRIWW[LS
LEZIEGGIWWXSEJJSVHEFPIXVERWTSVXEXMSR
STXMSRW
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4VMRGMTPI3VKERM^ITPERWERHTEVXRIVWLMTW
ERHMRGVIEWIW]WXIQGETEGMX]XSTVIZIRXERH
IRHLSQIPIWWRIWWSRERSRKSMRKFEWMW

7XVEXIK]%(IZIPSTEQYPXMWIGXSV
WXEXI[MHIWXVYGXYVIXSHVMZIMQTPIQIRXEXMSR
EGGSYRXEFMPMX]ERHSZIVWMKLXSJXLMWTPER

7XVEXIK]&'SSVHMREXIWXVIEQPMRI
ERHWMQTPMJ]EGGIWWERHVIUYMVIQIRXW
JSVJYRHMRKXSWYTTSVXVIWTSRWIWXS
LSQIPIWWRIWWTEVXMGYPEVP]JSVGSQQYRMXMIW
HMWTVSTSVXMSREXIP]MQTEGXIHF]LSQIPIWWRIWW
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7XVEXIK]'9WIHEXEXSMHIRXMJ]I\MWXMRK
VIWSYVGIWWIVZMGIKETWERHSRKSMRKVIWSYVGI
VIUYMVIQIRXWXSWYWXEMREFP]TVIZIRXERHIRH
LSQIPIWWRIWW

7XVEXIK]()RWYVIXLEXTISTPI[MXL
PMZIHI\TIVMIRGIWSJLSQIPIWWRIWWTVSZMHI
SRKSMRKKYMHERGIXSGSRXMRYEPP]MQTVSZI
MQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLMWTPER

)ZIV]1MRRIWSXER,EWE6SPIXS4PE]
'SRXMRYYQWSJ'EVI,SYWMRKERH7IVZMGIW
8LI7XEXILEWEWMKRMJMGERXVSPI
4VSZMHIVW%HZSGEXIW3VKERM^EXMSRW
XSTPE]MRTVIZIRXMRKERHIRHMRK
•
LSQIPIWWRIWWERHXLMWTPERMRGPYHIW
EX%TTIRHM\%[LEXXLI7XEXILEW
•
GSQQMXXIHXSHSXSEHZERGIXLMW[SVO

T

he Minnesota Interagency Council on

•
•
•

4VMZEXI7IGXSV4LMPERXLVST]ERH&YWMRIWW
•
•
•
•

%PP1MRRIWSXERW
•

'SYRX]6IKMSREPERH1YRMGMTEP0IZIPW
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
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%TTIRHM\%'SYRGMP;SVO4PER
8LIJSPPS[MRKPMWXTVIWIRXWXLI[SVOTPERXLEXEKIRGMIWSJXLI1MRRIWSXE
-RXIVEKIRG]'SYRGMPSR,SQIPIWWRIWW[MPPYWIXSEHZERGIXLIWXVEXIKMIW
TVMRGMTPIWERHKSEPWSJXLMWTPER
4VMRGMTPI-HIRXMJ]ERHIRKEKIEPPTISTPII\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW
Strategy 1A: Ensure that Minnesotans experiencing or at risk of homelessness have a low barrier way to connect
with housing support and assistance.
Agency

Targeted

Minnesota

connected to and known by appropriate support systems.
Agency
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Targeted

connect people experiencing housing crises to coordinated entry and other resources.
Agency

Targeted

MDE

DEED
Minnesota
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rapidly link people to appropriate supports.
Agency

MDE
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Targeted

4VMRGMTPI)RWYVIXLEXIZIV]SRII\TIVMIRGMRKSVEXVMWOSJLSQIPIWWRIWWGEREGGIWWWEJI
ERHETTVSTVMEXIGVMWMWVIWTSRWIXLVSYKLHMZIVWMSRTVIZIRXMSRWLIPXIVSVEGGIWWXSGVMWMW
LSYWMRK[MXLETTVSTVMEXIWIVZMGIW

Agency

Targeted

other crisis response to meet demand for everyone who needs it on a sameday basis.
Agency

Targeted

Strategy 2C: Ensure that systems serving lowincome or vulnerable Minnesotans are responsive to the needs of people
experiencing a housing crisis and do not exit people to homelessness.
Agency

Targeted
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Agency

MDE
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Targeted

4VMRGMTPI6ETMHP]PMROTISTPII\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW[MXLLSYWMRKERHWIVZMGIW
XEMPSVIHXSXLIMVRIIHWTVMSVMXM^MRKXLIQSWXZYPRIVEFPI
Minnesota are traumainformed, culturally appropriate, and meet or exceed Federal standards.
Agency

Targeted

other crisis response to meet demand for everyone who needs it on a sameday basis.
Agency

Agency

Targeted

Targeted

Minnesota

stable housing outcomes and coordinate with the work of Minnesota’s Olmstead Plan.
Agency

Targeted
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ERHWYTTSVXMZILSYWMRKSTTSVXYRMXMIWEZEMPEFPIXSTISTPIEXVMWOSJSVI\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW

Agency

Targeted

DPS

Minnesota
Minnesota
Met
Council

Agency
Minnesota
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Targeted

and managers to increase willingness to rent to people at risk of or experiencing homelessness.
Agency

Targeted

Minnesota

DPS

Agency

Targeted

Minnesota

move on.
Agency

Targeted

Minnesota
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Agency

Targeted

Minnesota

resources used by people experiencing homelessness.
Agency

Targeted

Met
Council

Minnesota

parents or guardians experiencing or at imminent risk of homelessness.
Agency
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Targeted

4VMRGMTPI9WIETIVWSRGIRXIVIHXVEYQEMRJSVQIH,SYWMRK*MVWXSVMIRXEXMSRMRSYV
VIWTSRWIXSLSQIPIWWRIWW

Targeted

Agency

needs and preferences of people experiencing or at risk of homelessness.
Targeted

Agency

•
•

Agency

Targeted
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4VMRGMTPI,IPTTISTPII\TIVMIRGMRKSVEXVMWOSJLSQIPIWWRIWWMRGVIEWIIQTPS]QIRXERH
MRGSQI
entry.
Targeted

Agency
DEED

•
•
•
•
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employment, and training services to access career pathways and increase earned income.
Agency

Targeted

DEED

Agency

Agency

Targeted

Targeted
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4VMRGMTPI3VKERM^ITPERWERHTEVXRIVWLMTWERHMRGVIEWIW]WXIQGETEGMX]XSTVIZIRXERHIRH
LSQIPIWWRIWWSRERSRKSMRKFEWMW
plan.
Agency

Targeted

Minnesota

Strategy 7B: Coordinate, streamline, and simplify access and requirements for funding to support responses to

Agency
Minnesota
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Targeted

prevent and end homelessness.
Agency

Targeted

MDE

Minnesota

Minnesota

Agency

Targeted

Minnesota
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%TTIRHM\&0IXXIVWSJ7YTTSVX
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January 4, 2018
On behalf of the Minnesota Board on Aging, I offer my support and commitment to the Minnesota
Interagency Council on Homelessness’s plan, Heading Home Together: Minnesota’s Plan to Prevent and
End Homelessness 2018-2020, to prevent and end homelessness experienced by older adults. According
to Wilder Research, in 2015 there were 843 Minnesotans age 55 or older who were homeless. We
expect that this number will grow as our population overall grows older.
Through this letter, we are adopting a shared set of values, goals, principles, and strategies to implement
the statewide plan. We acknowledge specific roles and responsibilities we will fulfill in this
public/private collaborative effort. We expect our role in preventing and ending homelessness in older
adults to include the following seven principles outlined by the Minnesota Interagency Council on
Homelessness:
1. Identify and engage all people experiencing homelessness.
2. Ensure that everyone experiencing or at-risk of homelessness can access a form of safe and
appropriate crisis responses through diversion, prevention, shelter or crisis housing with
appropriate services.
3. Rapidly link people experiencing homelessness with housing and services tailored to their
needs, prioritizing the most vulnerable.
4. Fill the gap in the number of affordable and supportive housing opportunities available to
people at-risk of or experiencing homelessness.
5. Use a person-centered, trauma-informed, Housing First orientation in our response to
homelessness.
6. Help people experiencing or at risk of homelessness increase employment and income.
7. Organize plans and partnerships and increase system capacity to prevent and end homelessness
on an ongoing basis.
The Minnesota Board on Aging will take responsibility in the implementation of the statewide plan to
prioritize a focus on older adults who are experiencing or at-risk of homelessness.
We look forward to working with you in preventing and ending homelessness in our state.
Sincerely,

Don Samuelson
Chair

PO Box 64976 • Saint Paul, Minnesota • 55164-0976 • An Equal Opportunity Employer
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February 16, 2018
Cathy ten Broeke
State Director to Prevent and End Homelessness
Minnesota Interagency Council on Homelessness
400 Wabasha Street North, Suite 400
St. Paul, MN 55102
Dear Cathy:
I am writing to offer support from the Minneapolis Downtown Council (MDC)
and Downtown Improvement District (DID) for the Heading Home Together
Action Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness in Minnesota. Our organization
strongly endorses the Plan’s Principles and Strategies, as well as the emphasis
on collaboration among sectors as the most effective way to address this
challenging issue for our State.
As a leading business organization in downtown Minneapolis, MDC had long
prioritized mobilizing private sector support and resources to address
homelessness. Effective action to end homelessness is one of ten key goals for
downtown identified in our Intersections 2025 Plan. And DID, funded by
commercial properties throughout the business core, has a wide range of
partnerships with service organizations like St. Stephen’s Human Services and
Youth Link designed to support individuals and families experiencing
homelessness in our community.
You can count on our organization and the business community members we
represent to be an engaged and committed partner over the life of this
important Plan.
Sincerely,

Steve Cramer
President and CEO
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%TTIRHM\'*SYRHEXMSREP7IVZMGI4VEGXMGIW
4ISTPII\TIVMIRGMRKLSQIPIWWRIWW
EVISJXIRYREFPIXSEGGIWWERHYWI
QEMRWXVIEQTVSKVEQWXLEXGERLIPT
IRHSVTVIZIRXLSQIPIWWRIWW
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%TTIRHM\(+VERXQEOMRK4VEGXMGIW'LIGOPMWXJSV
,SQIPIWWXEVKIXIH4VSKVEQWXS4VSQSXI)UYMX]
8LMWGLIGOPMWXTVSZMHIWWEQTPI
GVMXIVMEXSGSRWMHIVMRKVERXQEOMRK
XSTVSQSXIIUYMX]MRLSQIPIWW
TVSKVEQWERHXLIMVSYXGSQIW8LIWI
GVMXIVMEGSYPHFIGSRZI]IHEWZEPYIW
ERHTVMSVMXMIWMRKVERXQEOMRK
STTSVXYRMXMIWEWUYIWXMSRWJSV
ETTPMGERXWERHMRXLIIZEPYEXMSRSJ
VIWTSRWIW IKWGSVMRK 

4VSKVEQQEXMGGVMXIVME

3VKERM^EXMSREPGVMXIVME
6IZMI[TVSGIWW
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*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSR
'EXL]XIR&VSIOI7XEXI(MVIGXSVXS4VIZIRXERH)RH,SQIPIWWRIWW
1MRRIWSXE-RXIVEKIRG]'SYRGMPSR,SQIPIWWRIWW
`GEXL]XIRFVSIOI$WXEXIQRYW
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Appendix B
The Way Home
Changing the Path to Houston’s Homeless
Action Plan 2015-2016 Update

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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ACTION PLAN
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With this new system, we will:
End Chronic Homelessness by 2016

End Veteran Homelessness by 2015

End Family Homelessness by 2020

End Youth Homelessness by 2020

Set a Path to End All Homelessness

We use a new governance structure to support
system-wide transformation and accountability:
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The Way Home Progress Overview
2012
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Appendix C
2018 Performance Management Plan –
Ohio Balance of State Continuum of Care
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Appendix C Ohio’s Balance of State CoC Has Identified Key Performance
Indicators and Measurable Goals for Each Type of Service. The indicators and
goals shown are for the emergency shelters. The CoC also has benchmarks of
performance for other services such as permanent housing and outreach.

Source: 2018 Performance Management Plan – Ohio Balance of State Continuum of Care
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Agency Responses
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Department of Workforce Services
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A Performance Audit of Utah's Homeless Serivce System (December 2018)
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Continua of Care Combined Response
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